Multifamily Metro Outlook:
Salt Lake City – Q4 2020

Overview:

• Salt Lake City’s high concentration of high-wage jobs in financial services, technology and other knowledge-based industries
where telecommuting is possible, combined with a share of jobs in leisure and hospitality 1.5% below the national average,
allowed its economy to survive the pandemic in better shape than most metro areas. Further, the inclusion of aid for states in the
March 2021 American Recovery Act, should reverse some of the state level jobs that were lost in 2020. The economic recovery
here will easily outpace the national average in 2021.
• The multifamily market overall has emerged from the pandemic relatively unscathed as the average vacancy rate metro wide
grew by +0.9% year over year to 5.3% as of Q4 2021 and rents grew by over +1.5% in 2020. However, Central Salt Lake which saw
an influx of supply over the past couple of years, saw double digit average vacancies and a decline in rents of almost -2% in 2020.

Market Strengths:
• Since the 2002 Olympics, Salt Lake has worked to solidify its image as a pro-business lifestyle city providing world class skiing,
hiking and cultural amenities like the Sundance Film Festival. In addition, Salt Lake City has strong demographic drivers due
both to natural population growth supported by high birth rates and an influx of new residents relocating for jobs. As a result, it is
the youngest major metro in the U.S. providing strong support for rentals. The prime renter cohort (20-34) represents 23.7% of
the population compared to just a 20.5% for the U.S..
• The metro’s business friendly environment, well educated workforce and the fact that cost of business is approximately 8%
below the national average makes Salt Lake a low-cost alternative to more expensive cities on the West Coast. Salt Lake is a
regional financial hub and technology related jobs make up 8.5% of the economy, about 3.5% higher than the national average.
Three of the top 10 employers are in the financial services sector, including Zions Bank, Wells Fargo and Discover, and about 7%
of the Goldman Sachs’ workforce is here. According to Moody’s Analytics, medical technology businesses, which include medical
devices manufacturing and pharmaceuticals, is growing and should remain in high demand thanks to an aging population.

Market Weaknesses:
• Salt Lake City, is located along the Wasatch fault line and is, therefore, in an earthquake zone. In addition, the air quality in the
valley is affected by pollution and can be extremely poor during the winter months which may cause some residents to leave.
• Affordability is starting to be a concern. The median home price grew by over 12% in 2018 to about $390,000, well above the
$299,000 national average. In addition, the vast majority of the new apartments constructed over the past five years have been
Class A which command the highest rents.

Development:
• Salt Lake City is experiencing unprecedented levels of development. Since 2014, approximately 17,100 new apartment units were
completed representing a 20% increase in inventory and an additional 5,600 units are underway.
• About half of the new supply under construction is located downtown which is already seeing double digit vacancies. According
to REIS, the vacancy rate here is about 16% and about five weeks of free rent must be offered to entice renters.

Outlook:
• With the exception of the Downtown submarket, Salt Lake City’s apartment market managed to emerge from the pandemic
relatively unscathed. However, a relatively large amount of new supply, mostly located downtown, will limit rent growth for the
metro overall in 2021. Even so, Salt Lake City’s apartment market should continue to fare better than the national average over
the next few quarters.
• The Salt Lake Market has likely seen the worst effects of the pandemic already and will likely see even stronger job growth in Q2
2021 as the economy reopens. Longer-term, Salt Lake City will continue to expand due to its pro-business policies, high share of
knowledge-based industries producing high wage jobs and strong demographic trends.
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